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Wooden toys



Work 
needs a circuitry,
board and saw.



draw a circle of 6 cm
with a circuice



sawing a drawn
circle from a
wooden board



re

clears from shavin
gs and drills a hole
in the centre



checking whether
the toy is spinning



toys of natural materials



work needs cone,
paper, thread,

scissors and glue



cut the triangle    
from the paper
and create a cone,
in the edge of the 
paste



all sales



yarn toys and of felt



work needs felt, scissors, thread,
needle, glue



1.draws a trafaret on paper and cuts it out
2.cut the part from the felt



stitch everything together with a needle



glue other parts



work needs different colours of yarn, 
cotton wool   and knitting needles



40 wetches shall be placed on needles
embellishing 20 rows,
then a yarn of another colour is added



when the base is knitted, fill it with Watts



create a doll with a yarn in a wall



To make a doll You need : scissors, 
yarn, fabric, hot glue, wooden pearl( 
big one for head), metal wire.
Step 1. From metal wire make a 
body frame
Step 2 . Wrap around the body 
frame yarn.
Step 3. With hot glue stick wooden  
( round pearl) head.
Step 4. Stick with glue to the head 
from yarn hair.
Step 5. Cut from fabric square         ( 
that will be a dress)
Step 6. Put around the body fabric 
square and tie with yarn in the 
abdomen.



work needs coloured paper,             
cardboard, scissors, glue,

colored pencils



• draws a trafaret on
white paper



• cut the trafaret with     
scissors and label on            
cardboard

• cut out the finished doll

• cuts the desecration
from colored paper



color and dress doll


